Title: AisaPunch

Dash Ability

First Time Dash
- If you dash consequently, you will move further.

Dash 3 times.
- If you dash consequently, you will move further.
- You may fall out!

Current Dash Distance
- Do not Dash, then After 3 seconds Dash
- If you do not dash, your dash distance will decrease

Dash offers you faster speed.
- When you using dash in the air, the gravity will be very very low.

Collision Rules

Player1 will be hit back when collision. The hit back speed equals Player2’s speed - Player1’s Speed.

Dash CD 100ms
Dash Duration Time 200ms
Dash Gravity (when stay in the air) 0.6f

Dead Zone
- Two players fight on a platform
- If you fall out the platform, you die.
- You can move left, right, jump and Dash!

Platform
- Two players fight on a platform
- You may fall out!